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Abstract 

 

 The family is the basic social institution in the society. It functions as the basic unit which 

produces future generations and provides love and affection to the children while facilitating 

the socialization process. Children’s wellbeing is largely a part of family’s responsibility in 

the society. Notwithstanding, the customary pretended by the family in the general public has 

changed radically during late past because of number of interrelated components. 

Consequently, this study has been directed to discover effect of family on the kids' prosperity 

in the contemporary society while understanding the elements related in influencing adversely 

the social and mental states of youngsters. The investigation was directed utilizing subjective 

examination techniques. The optional information has been utilized in the subjects of 

sociological investigation on the part of family and its related jobs, kids' psycho-social issues 

and contemporary changes in the social structure. Essential information were gathered 

through an observational examination from a test of youngsters, guardians and teachers in 

Hambantota, Batticaloa and Vavuniya regions in Sri Lanka. The examination found that there 

were countless between related causes that contrarily impacts on kids' prosperity. These 

reasons incorporated the family disharmony, absence of adoration, care and warmth to the 

kids, openness to the family viciousness, family pay and separation of families due to socio-

social reasons. 
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_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The family is generally regarded as a major social institution and a locus of much of a person's 

social activity. It is a social unit created by blood, marriage, or adoption, and can be described 

as nuclear (parents and children) or extended (encompassing other relatives) (Nam, 2004). It is 

generally assumed today that the modern family has undergone significant transformations in 

its structure[1]. We are informed that cultural changes have added to a sharp decrease in the 

level of traditional "ordinary" families, basically "atomic" families. Supplanting these, we are 

made to comprehend, are childless families, one-parent families, other family setups, and quasi 
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family units dependent on non-conjugal living together. This contention of the decrease has 

been progressed for various many years, yet little examination has been led to test the reason. 

Plague (1976) couldn't help contradicting that end what's more, brought up that family 

measures were getting more modest and versatility was separating a few families, however the 

family stayed as a utilitarian social establishment (Nam, 2004). The family goes about as a 

fundamental social establishment. It capacities as the essential unit which produces people in 

the future and gives love and fondness to the kids[2]. It is the duty of the family to give 

financially to its individuals and encourage the socialization cycle. Kids figure out how to hold 

fast to certain social qualities in the public eye predominantly through the nuclear family. The 

deep rooted cycle of learning starts soon after birth. Since babies can hear, see, smell, taste, 

and feel the warmth, cold, and torment, they are continually situating themselves to the 

encompassing scene. The individuals as relatives comprise a significant piece of their social 

climate. Individuals pastor to the infant's necessities by taking care of, cleaning, conveying, 

and consoling the infant. Comprehensively, the term prosperity has been characterized by two 

points of view. The clinical point of view characterizes prosperity as the nonattendance of 

negative conditions what's more, the mental point of view characterizes prosperity as the 

predominance of positive credits. Positive mental meanings of prosperity for the most part 

incorporate some of six general qualities. The six qualities of prosperity generally common in 

meanings of prosperity are[3]: 

 

1. The Active Pursuit of Well-Being; 

2. A Balance of Attributes; 

3. Positive Affect or Life Satisfaction; 

4. Pro-social behavior; 

5. Multiple Dimensions; And 

6. Personal optimization. 

 

Gough and McGregor (2007:6) characterized prosperity as 'What individuals are notionally 

ready to do and to be, and what they have really had the option to do and to be. As per Anger 

(2008), even the philosophical writing alludes to the 'straightforward idea' of prosperity (for 

example 'a daily existence working out positively') in an assortment of ways, including an 

individual's decent, advantage, advantage, interest, prudential worth, government assistance, 

joy, prospering, eudemonia, utility, personal satisfaction, what's more, flourishing. Seed house 

(1995: 65) sums up contemporary viewpoints on prosperity as follows: Either: (a) 'Prosperity' 

is a vacant thought, or (b) 'prosperity' is a significant and important term which passes on 

significance no other term passes on (and, given further examination, will be appeared to pass 

on this importance all around), or (c) 'prosperity' is 'basically challenged' its significance and 

substance vacillates reliant on who is utilizing it, and why they are utilizing it. McAllister 

(2005:2) characterized prosperity as more than the nonattendance of sickness or pathology 

[with] emotional (self-assessed) and objective (credited) measurements[4]. It very well may be 

estimated at the degree of people or society [and] it represents components of life fulfillment 

that can't be characterized, clarified or essentially affected by financial growth (Camfield, 
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Strule, &Wood head, 2010). Shin and Johnson (1978:478) have characterized the prosperity 

type of bliss as "a worldwide evaluation of an individual's personal satisfaction as per his own 

picked standards". Abstract Well-Being was characterized by Deiner (2009) as the overall 

assessment of one's personal satisfaction. The the idea has been conceptualized as the three 

parts: (1) a psychological evaluation such one's reality was acceptable (life fulfillment); (2) 

encountering positive degrees of lovely feelings; (3) encountering moderately low degrees of 

negative mindsets (Deiner, 2009). Besides, prosperity has been characterized as "Play[ing] a 

functioning job in making their prosperity by adjusting various factors, creating and utilizing 

assets and reacting to pressure (Bradshaw et al, 2007: 136). United Nation's Convention on the 

privileges of the kid, characterized the 'kid' as an individual underneath the age of 18, (except 

if the laws of a specific nation set the lawful age for adulthood younger)1. UN Declaration of 

the Human Privileges of the Child has referenced that "the kid, by reason of his physical and 

mental youthfulness, needs unique defends and care, including suitable lawful assurance, 

before just as after birth". Under the Constitution of Sri Lanka, 1978, Article 27 (13) Directive 

Principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties, the State promises to 'advance with 

uncommon consideration the interest of youngsters and youth to guarantee their full turn of 

events, physical, mental, good, strict, and social, and to shield them from abuse and 

segregation'. Ongoing exploration has discovered that family structure is emphatically 

connected with kids' prosperity, (Björklund et al. 2007; Breivik and Olweus 2006; Jonsson and 

Gähler 1997; Steele et al. 2009). Låftman (2010) discovered kids living with single parents had 

less material assets, less parental help, and more unfortunate wellbeing than those living with 

two unique guardians. Sun and Li (2002) reasoned that youngsters' mental prosperity is more 

versatile also, receptive to guardians' conjugal interruption than is their scholastic 

accomplishment. Juvenile's fulfillment with the dad young adult relationship altogether 

impacts changes in child's and girls mental prosperity (Tami, 2016)[5]. 

 

A. Ethical considerations: - 

The whole information assortment measure was finished with loosened up climate staying 

away from any likely dangers to the members. Touchy inquiries were excluded from the rules 

and some socio-social delicate data at the point when important was gathered through by 

implication noticing the wonder as opposed to coordinate cooperation’s. The timing of the 

meetings and conversations were set up after discussions of the respondents and they were 

given occasions to settle on choices to take an interest in the exploration or not. Indeed, those 

partaking in the exploration were offered occasions to try not to respond to any inquiries that 

they were not happy with. To keep up the exploration morals, composed authorization was 

acquired from all the establishments preceding the research. During the information assortment 

measure, as the initial step, the data suppliers have clarified the goals of the examination and 

their verbal assents were gotten for the conversations/research. In all the conversations and 

meetings the specialist got verbal assents from members for note-taking and recording. To keep 

up the security of members according to investigate morals, the genuine personalities of kids 

have been changed when announcing touchy issues. Particularly the names and other individual 

characters were changed when detailing contextual analyses of individual youngsters[6]. The 
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requirement for distribution of information gathered was educated to the respondents where 

suitable. 

B. Family disharmony: - 

Family breakdown is anything but a solitary occasion, however, a cycle that includes various 

danger and defensive factors that cooperate in complex manners both when parental partition 

or separation to increment or breaking point the danger of the antagonistic results related to 

family breakdown. These between related variables incorporate parental clash; the nature of 

nurturing and of parent-kid connections; maternal psychological well-being; monetary 

difficulty; and rehashed changes in living game plans, including family structure (Ann and 

Smith, 2009). The investigation found that there were countless related explanations behind 

the devastation of the family agreement at the examination areas. These reasons incorporate 

the consistent common war situation2 experienced during the year 1983-2009, negative 

openness to the globalization cycles, for example, less consideration paid to social and social 

qualities, mother movement for unfamiliar business, and destitution. During the common war, 

guys were more defenseless and were all the more frequently focused from the two sides of the 

public authority powers and hostile to government outfitted gatherings[7]. 

 

II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The investigation uncovered that the customary job of the family in contemporary Sri Lankan 

culture has changed significantly. All the more explicitly, the progressions were recognized in 

the zones of division of jobs in the family, for example, generally the mother taking obligations 

of kid mindful and locally situated work while the dad is answerable for financial parts of the 

family. Because of the adjustments in the monetary arrangement of the nation from 

horticultural to advertise driven, it was discovered that the two moms and fathers were taking 

duties regarding keeping up the family's economy. By and large, both the mother and father of 

the family were occupied with any sort of monetary movement. For instance, Pannilage (2017) 

reasoned that numerous householders in rustic Sri Lanka are occupied with casual work where 

the pay is exceptionally less particularly for ladies. Be that as it may, no components were 

found to deal with obligations that were initially taken care of by the family to care for kids. 

Henceforth, the duty of the family to keep up youngsters' prosperity is as yet stayed unaltered, 

yet considerations from the guardians have decreased fundamentally. Then again, society is as 

yet anticipating the family unit to assume liability for kids' prosperity regardless of its 

disappointment because of the adjustments in the social framework. Key elements recognized 

as contrarily influencing kids' prosperity incorporate (a) Disharmony in the family due to 

different financial reasons (b) Lack of adoration, care, and friendship from guardians (c) 

Exposure to family savagery (d) Social segregation and (e) Family pay[8]. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

The examination infers that despite the fact that the customary nuclear family as the essential 

social unit has scarcely made due in contemporary society, its capacity has been permanently 
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changed because of different reasons. Youngsters' prosperity has been contrarily influenced 

because of the changed job of the family which filled in as the essential social unit to look after 

youngsters. It was inferred that family disharmony due to financial factors, for example, 

neediness, liquor addiction, and social segregation prompts diverting adoration and care of the 

youngsters, the group of people yet to come of the society. The extended and uncertain clashes 

between guardians significantly influence the kids' prosperity adversely. Better cooperation’s 

and correspondence among guardians and positive youngster parent connections are 

fundamental variables for youngsters' prosperity. Nurturing conduct and the nature of the 

parent-kid relationship assume a basic part in agreement youngsters' prosperity comparable to 

the job of the family. Thusly, the effect of family on the youngsters' prosperity is noteworthy. 

Fortifying of the essential social establishment; the family in the society will have impressive 

positive effect towards prosperity of the kids 
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